
March 25, 2003

MEMORANDUM TO: Christopher I. Grimes, Program Director
Policy and Rulemaking Programs
Division of Regulatory Improvement Programs, NRR

FROM: Timothy A. Reed, Senior Reactor Engineer  /RA/
Policy and Rulemaking Program
Division of Regulatory Improvement Programs, NRR

SUBJECT: SUMMARY OF MARCH 13, 2003, MEETING WITH NUCLEAR ENERGY
INSTITUTE (NEI) AND OTHER STAKEHOLDERS ON THE
IMPLEMENTATION GUIDANCE FOR 10 CFR 50.69 (DG-1121 AND  
NEI 00-04)

On March 13, 2003, Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff met with representatives from
NEI and industry at the NRC’s office in Rockville, Maryland.  The meeting focused on a specific
technical issue concerning the consideration of common cause failure within the implementation
guidance being developed to support (draft) proposed rule 10 CFR 50.69.  A list of attendees is
provided in Attachment 1.

The staff began by noting that the proposed rule package is still pending before the
Commission in SECY-02-0176 and as such, the staff emphasized the need for the meeting
discussion to remain focused on implementation guidance.  The remainder of the meeting was
an interchange between NEI, industry representatives, and the staff concerning the best
approach for addressing common cause failure within the categorization process.

The two elements of the categorization process discussed were the portion where potentially
safety significant SSCs are initially identified, and the portion where sensitivity studies are
performed to demonstrate that the changes to CDF and LERF resulting from changes in
treatment for the low safety significant SSCs are small.

The industry representatives have expressed their concerns that application of the current
metric used to determine individual component safety significance (i.e., risk achievement worth 
(RAW) of greater than two) to the common cause failure (CCF) contributions is overly
conservative, resulting in many SSCs becoming safety significant on the basis of the CCF
contribution alone.   Their argument contends that the threshold for RAW is intended to apply to
a single train, whereas the CCF contribution generally affects the system as a whole. 

The NRC staff observed that one approach to dealing with common cause failures was to treat
them separately from the independent failures.  The rationale for this is that the mechanisms for
CCFs may be quite different from those for independent failures, and changes in treatment may
affect CCFs in different ways.  Of particular concern is the potential impact of changes in
treatment that might affect defenses against CCFs.  
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A separate treatment of CCFs could be formulated by identifying candidates for high and low
safety-significance by setting a new threshold for the RAW measure, and possibly also the
Fussel-Vesely importance measure, that are used to assess the significance of the CCF basic
events (i.e., the events that represent the common cause failures of groups of components, not
to be confused with the alpha factors or beta factors used in the evaluation of CCF
probabilities). 

The industry representatives stated that their current proposal was that there should be an
increase in the RAW threshold for CCF events by a multiplier in the range 10 to 100 above the
independent event RAW threshold.  The initial NRC staff reaction was that a RAW threshold for
CCF that is higher than that for the independent failure might be considered acceptable if a
technical basis were provided.  As an example, one staff member suggested that a multiple of
10 could be based on the assumption of a beta-factor of 0.1.  However treating the common
cause contributions in a separate manner from the independent failures should be extended to
include consideration of the defenses against CCFs and the effects of any proposed reduction
of treatment on these defenses.  The NRC staff also expressed concern about the lack of
consideration of inter-system CCF probabilities in the PRA models.  The staff considered that a
more explicit consideration of the impact of changes on the defenses may also be an approach
to deal with inter-system CCFs.

The industry has proposed in NEI 00-04 that the demonstration of the impact of the change in
treatment on CDF/LERF as small be performed by a sensitivity study, increasing the failure
probabilities of the affected SSCs by some factor. The industry has proposed to use the same
factor to separately increase both the CCF failure probabilities and independent failure
probabilities in the sensitivity studies.  The staff thinks that if CCFs were to be treated differently
from independent failures when assessing the integrated effect of changes in treatment, the
factor used for the CCF probabilities might need to be different from that for the independent
failures.  When considering how the proposed change in treatment affects CCF probabilities,
the impact of the changes on the defenses that minimize the likelihood of CCFs should be
addressed.

The NRC staff also asked NEI whether they might consider categorizing the same SSCs as
safety significant for some functions, and low safety significant for other functions.  NEI
indicated that such a categorization scheme is confusing, and too complex to implement from a
practical standpoint.   
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